Deep learning-based fully automated differential diagnosis of eyelid basal cell and sebaceous carcinoma using whole slide images
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Background: The differential diagnosis of eyelid basal cell carcinoma (BCC) and sebaceous carcinoma (SC) is highly dependent on pathologist's experience. Herein, we proposed a fully automated differential diagnostic method, which used deep learning (DL) to accurately classify eyelid BCC and SC based on whole slide images (WSIs).

Methods: We used 116 haematoxylin and eosin (H&E)-stained sections from 116 eyelid BCC patients and 180 H&E-stained sections from 129 eyelid SC patients treated at the Shanghai Ninth People's Hospital from 2017 to 2019. The method comprises two stages: patch prediction by the DenseNet-161 architecture-based DL model and WSI differentiation by an average-probability strategy-based integration module, and its differential performance was assessed by the carcinoma differentiation accuracy and F1 score. We compared the classification performance of the method with that of three pathologists, two junior and one senior. To validate the auxiliary value of the method, we compared the pathologists' BCC and SC classification with and without the assistance of our proposed method.

Results: Our proposed method achieved an accuracy of 0.983, significantly higher than that of the three pathologists (0.644 and 0.729 for the two junior pathologists and 0.831 for the senior pathologist). With the method's assistance, the pathologists' accuracy increased significantly (P<0.05), by 28.8% and 15.2%, respectively, for the two junior pathologists and by 11.8% for the senior pathologist.

Conclusions: Our proposed method accurately classifies eyelid BCC and SC and effectively improves the
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Introduction

Eyelid malignancies can cause blindness, disfigurement, metastasis and even death; they reduce patients’ quality of life and can negatively affect mental health (1-3). Among eyelid malignancies, eyelid basal cell carcinoma (BCC) and sebaceous carcinoma (SC) are the two most prevalent, accounting for 41.82% and 41.55% of all eyelid malignancies in China, respectively (4). For eyelid BCC, metastasis and mortality are extremely rare, at 0.0028% and 0.5%, respectively (5,6). In contrast, for eyelid SC, metastasis is much higher, with lymph node metastasis and distant metastasis rates of 21% and 6%, respectively (7,8), leading to a disease-specific mortality of 7.5% (9). It was demonstrated that periocular SCs have a higher mortality than nonperiocular SCs (10). Furthermore, two groups have investigated the intraepithelial growth pattern of eyelid SC and established that patients with pagetoid intraepithelial neoplasia encountered higher risk for metastasis and tumour-related mortality (11,12). For patients with eyelid BCC and SC, mainstream management involves surgery, including Mohs micrographic surgery, frozen-section control marginal surgery, and wide local excision. For patients with eyelid SC, adjuvant radiotherapy should be considered in cases with extraocular extension, perineural invasion, or positive nodal basins. It was suggested that electrochemotherapy and cryosurgery can serve as therapeutic methods for some eyelid BCCs (13,14). After surgery, patients with eyelid BCC are usually followed up every year for at least 5 years. In contrast, more frequent follow-ups are recommended for eyelid SC patients, who are routinely followed up at one, three, and 6 months after surgery and every 6 months thereafter, for at least 5 years (15,16). Hence, accurate differentiation of eyelid BCC and SC is important for the choice of adjuvant therapies and follow-up regimens.

Eyelid BCC and SC usually present as a solitary substantial nodule on the eyelid, with a typical loss of cilia. Both diseases, and especially advanced lesions, cause ulceration. The appearance of the lesions sometimes provides insufficient clues for the differential diagnosis of eyelid BCC and SC. Therefore, the use of haematoxylin and eosin (H&E)-stained sections combined with immunohistochemistry (IHC) staining remains the gold standard to confirm diagnosis. However, because both BCC and SC are derived from the pilosebaceous unit, they sometimes resemble one other, especially when there is poor tissue differentiation. Further, when eyelid BCC foci present sebaceous differentiation, differentiating between eyelid SC and BCC becomes difficult (17). Although the consensus is that senior pathologists can differentiate these two tumours based on H&E sections alone, real-world statistics are rather disappointing. Doxnas et al. reported that 27.5% (11/40) of eyelid SCs were mistakenly diagnosed as BCCs (18). In another study from South Carolina in America, only 277 (42.8%) out of 1,333 SCs were diagnosed correctly initially (19). When differential diagnosis using H&E-stained sections is difficult, additional pathological tests (such as those based on fat and immunohistochemistry staining) should be conducted (8,20). However, the fat staining test requires fresh unprocessed tissue, which is sometimes unavailable in clinical practice (21). Further, although IHC-based panel identification of androgen receptor, epithelial membrane antigen, berEP4, and adipophilin can suggest the diagnosis of eyelid SC, other eyelid carcinomas can also express these markers, increasing the false positive rate. These adjuvant staining tests require specific techniques and reagents that are expensive and time-consuming. There is therefore a pressing clinical need for aided diagnostic methods, based on H&E-stained sections, to improve pathologists’ diagnostic accuracy in terms of differentiating between eyelid SC and BCC.

The whole slide scanning technique enables H&E-stained sections to be digitized as whole slide images (WSIs), making it possible to develop computer-aided diagnostic methods. Due to the rapid development and wide application of deep learning (DL) in medical image
field (22,23), there have been remarkable breakthroughs in computer-aided diagnostic methods based on WSI (24-27). Jain et al. developed an Inception v3-based classification method to predict the tumour mutational burden using WSIs at different resolutions (×5, ×10, and ×20 magnification) (28). Iizuka et al. combined the Inception v3 with the long short-term memory (LSTM) network, to classify WSI into adenocarcinoma, adenoma, and non-neoplastic tumours (29). Wei et al. presented a ResNet-based classification method to identify regions of neoplastic cells and aggregated those results to infer predominant and minor histologic patterns for any WSI (30). More recently, Wang et al. proposed a visual geometry group network (VGG)-based classification method to identify eyelid malignant melanoma using WSIs (31). To our knowledge, this is the only study on the DL-based computer-aided diagnosis of eyelid tumours using WSIs, but it merely classifies benign and malignant types. Eyelid BCC and SC account for most of the malignant eyelid carcinomas, the treatment and prognosis of which vary widely, and a more refined classification solely based on H&E-stained slides is desired in clinical scenarios.

To meet the clinical need for a refined classification method based solely on H&E-stained slides, we propose a DL-based differential diagnostic method to classify eyelid BCC and SC using WSIs in two stages, namely patch prediction and WSI differentiation. In patch prediction stage, the method generates a DL model based on DenseNet-161 architecture, and in WSI differentiation stage, it constructs an integration module based on patch voting strategy. Our proposed method implements a fully automated differential diagnosis procedure of eyelid BCC and SC and generate a localization map for identifying important tumour region in WSIs. This might greatly improve differentiation accuracy and efficiency, and also reduce the workload of pathologists. We present the following article in accordance with the TRIPOD reporting checklist (available at https://qims.amegroups.com/article/view/10.21037/qims-22-98/rc).

### Methods

This single-centre retrospective cohort study was conducted in compliance with the Declaration of Helsinki principles (as revised in 2013) and was approved by the ethics committee of Shanghai Ninth People’s Hospital, Shanghai Jiao Tong University School of Medicine (No. SH9H-2019-T185-2). Informed consent was waived due to the retrospective nature of the medical record review.

### Image acquisition and processing

We included patients with eyelid SC and BCC who were diagnosed and treated at the Shanghai Ninth People’s Hospital from 2017 to 2019. Diagnosis was established by two senior pathologists based on H&E sections and IHC sections, following the eighth edition of the American Joint Committee on Cancer staging system for eyelid carcinoma. We used 116 H&E-stained sections from 116 eyelid BCC patients, and 180 H&E-stained sections from 129 eyelid SC patients. We digitized the H&E-stained sections as WSIs, using the Aperio ScanScope XT system (Leica Biosystems, Wetzlar, Germany) at ×40 magnification, and stored the images in SVS format. To delineate the tumour regions in each WSI, we used medical image processing software, CaseViewer v. 2.0 (https://www.3dhistech.com/). An experienced pathologist having eight years of experience in dermatological pathology first outlined the tumour regions, and then these outlines were confirmed by another experienced pathologist, who has 15 years of experience in dermatological pathology. When the interpretation differed, a final consensus was reached by group discussion.

To develop and assess the DL-based differential diagnostic method, we randomly divided the WSIs into a training set and a testing set (Table 1). By tiling each WSI on a grid at 40× magnification, 224×224 pixels’ patches were generated from tumour regions using the OpenSlide library (32). All these patches shared the same type (BCC or SC) as the WSI from which they were extracted, and those patches comprising <60% tissue were discarded (33). The colours of these remaining patches were normalized via a colour correction method named structure-preserving colour normalization (34).
Development of the DL-based differential diagnostic method

We developed the diagnostic method according to the protocol shown in Figure 1. The method can be divided into patch prediction and WSI differentiation stages. In patch prediction stage, a DL model was built based on DenseNet-161, using a patch as input, and generating the patch-level probability for each carcinoma type. In WSI differentiation stage, an integration module was constructed using the average-probability strategy.

DL model for patch prediction

The DL model for patch prediction was built based on DenseNet-161 architecture (35), in which all neural network layers were directly connected with each other in a feed-forward fashion: for each layer, feature-maps of all preceding layers were used as inputs, and their own feature-maps were used as inputs into all subsequent layers. Based on this architecture, the network was fully trained to classify eyelid BCC and SC at the patch level.

Integration module for WSI differentiation

We used the DL model to predict the probability of each carcinoma type for each patch in the tumour region. To differentiate between carcinoma types, we constructed an integration module that uses the average-probability aggregation strategy (36) to average the predicted probabilities for each patch and carcinoma type and assigns the type with the larger probability. We used this approach to obtain the carcinoma type for each WSI.

Implementation details

We implemented the DenseNet-161 architecture using the PyTorch library (37). To achieve rapid convergence, we used a pre-trained DenseNet-161 [initialized on an ImageNet dataset (https://www.image-net.org)] and fine-tuned it on our data via back propagation, using an NVIDIA GTX 2080Ti graphics processing unit (38). We used cross entropy as the loss function to measure the difference between the predicted probabilities and the true class probabilities. We used Adam (39) optimization (basic learning rate of $1\times10^{-5}$, etc.)

Figure 1 Overview of our proposed DL-based fully automated differential diagnostic method for eyelid BCC and SC using WSIs. DL, deep learning; BCC, basal cell carcinoma; SC, sebaceous carcinoma; WSI, whole slide image.
batch size 16, and using 400 epochs) to train the weights.

**Diagnostic interpretation and visualization**

To increase the interpretability of our proposed method’s diagnostic predictions (40), we generated a localization map for identifying the regions, which contributed most significantly to the model’s predictions. First, we greyscaled the WSI, and then used blue and red to represent the predicted BCC and SC, respectively, with darker colour indicating higher confidence. Finally, we overlayed these coloured patches onto corresponding patch from the tumour region in each greyscaled WSI.

**Observer study**

We compared the method’s performance with that of three pathologists: two junior pathologists who recently completed a three-year standardization training program for residents in pathology, and a senior pathologist who had more than 10 years’ experience in dermatological pathology. The three pathologists were blinded to the diagnostic results and clinical data when they evaluated carcinoma type of the WSIs in the testing set. In order to verify the clinical utility of the proposed method, we then provided the pathologists with the diagnostic results (a predicted carcinoma-type probability and a localization map) obtained via the proposed method; the pathologists then re-evaluated the carcinoma type of those WSIs.

**Statistical analysis**

We conducted the statistical analyses using R v. 3.5.1 ([https://www.r-project.org/](https://www.r-project.org/)). To evaluate carcinoma classification performance; we compared the differential diagnosis accuracy and F1-scores of the method and the pathologists. \( F_{1_{BCC}} \) and \( F_{1_{SC}} \) indicate, respectively, the F1-scores for the identification of BCC and SC, respectively. DL, deep learning; BCC, basal cell carcinoma; SC, sebaceous carcinoma.

**Results**

**Differential classification performance**

We evaluated the method using the testing set; the corresponding confusion matrix (Table 2) reveals that only one BCC WSI was identified as SC, and no SC WSI was identified as BCC. In contrast, the junior and senior pathologists all made misdiagnoses. In particular, one of the junior pathologists incorrectly identified half of the SC WSIs. The method’s classification performance significantly differed (P<0.05) from that of the pathologists (Table 3): the
method achieved substantially higher classification accuracy (0.983), compared to 0.644 and 0.729 for the two junior pathologists and 0.831 for the senior pathologist. The method achieved a higher F1-score than the pathologists for both BCC (0.978 vs. 0.656 and 0.637 for the two junior pathologists and 0.792 for the senior pathologist) and SC (0.973 vs. 0.632 and 0.784 for the two junior pathologists and 0.833 for the senior pathologist).

**Visualization of the DL model**

We visualized the indicative regions for the model’s carcinoma type predictions (Figure 2A, 2B: BCC; Figure 2C, 2D: SC). Figure 2A is the BCC WSI (a1–3: higher magnification view of A). Figure 2B visualizes the indicative regions in A (b1–3: higher magnification view of B, corresponding to a1–3). Figure 2C is the WSI (c1–4: higher magnification view of C). Figure 2D visualizes the indicative regions in C (d1–4: higher magnification view of D, corresponding to c1–4).

**Clinical utility of DL-based differential diagnostic assistance**

Auxiliary use of the method significantly improved the accuracy of pathologists, with an improvement of 28.8% and 15.2% for the two junior pathologists and 11.8% for the senior pathologist (P<0.05; Table 4). $F_{1_{BCC}}$ was improved by 26.1% and 22.0% for the junior pathologists and 14.5% for the senior pathologist; $F_{1_{SC}}$ was improved by 31.1% and 11.4% for the junior pathologists and 12.4% for the senior pathologist.

**Discussion**

Early and accurate diagnosis is of importance for treatment-related decisions (41). A method to improve differential diagnosis of eyelid BCC and SC by clinical pathologists is required. Here, we propose a novel DL-based fully automated differential diagnostic method, which can accurately classify eyelid BCC and SC using WSIs. Moreover, our proposed method generates a localization map to help pathologists focus on important regions in WSI, potentially improving their diagnostic accuracy and efficiency.

Our fully automated diagnosis method for eyelid carcinoma classification improved the accuracy and efficiency of clinical diagnosis. For the differential diagnosis of eyelid BCC and SC, the accuracy of pathologists has been reported to be 72.5% and much lower for junior pathologists (18), consistent with our findings (Table 2). Our method achieved an accuracy of 0.983, beyond that of the pathologists (Table 3). The senior pathologist achieved higher F1 scores than the junior pathologists, for both carcinoma types, verifying that clinicopathological diagnosis depends on experience (Table 3). Notably, our method outperformed the senior pathologist.

The method generates a localization map of signature regions and visualizes the prediction results in different colours to help pathologists interpret the results and recognize typical tumour signatures. We observed tumour pigmentation (Figure 2, a1), horn pearl formation (Figure 2, a2), and palisading of basophilic tumour islands (Figure 2, a3) (all marked in blue in Figure 2B). The WSIs revealed the presence of multi-nodal tumour foci (Figure 2, c1), vacuolated cytoplasm (Figure 2, c2), polygonal basaloid cells (Figure 2, c3), and comedo-type necrosis (Figure 2, c4) (these cells are all marked in red in Figure 2D). These observations demonstrated that the indicative regions were consistent with the characteristic regions of the histological patterns used for diagnosing eyelid carcinomas, indicating the potential clinical utility and reliability of our method.

The localization map of signature regions, and the carcinoma diagnosis provided by the method, significantly improved the classification accuracy of the junior and senior pathologists (Table 4), demonstrating the method’s assistive value. The increase in accuracy was greater for the junior pathologists, indicating this method can help junior pathologists to achieve the diagnostic level of senior pathologists. Our proposed method could serve as a preliminary step in the mass processing of eyelid pathology slides in clinics or primary hospitals, without the participation of specialized pathologists. Patients can then be referred to experienced ocular oncologists. Further, this digitized-image diagnostic method could facilitate collaborative consultation and communication. Notably, our proposed method is data-driven, which means that as long as we take enough WSIs as input for training a DL model, this method will implement fully automated differential diagnosis for eyelid carcinoma based on paraffin sections or frozen sections. Especially the diagnosis based on frozen sections can guide adjuvant therapies during operation, which will offer optimized solutions earlier for improving patients’ prognosis compared to postoperative.

However, this study had several limitations. First, this was a single-hospital study and all WSIs were scanned...
Figure 2 Visualization of the DL model, using two typical WSIs. (A) WSI for eyelid BCC case. (a1–3) Higher magnification view of A. (B) Visualization of indicative regions in A. (b1–3) Higher magnification view of B, corresponding to a1–3, respectively. (C) WSI for eyelid SC case. (c1–4) Higher magnification view of C. (D) Visualization of indicative regions in C. (d1–4) Higher magnification view of D, corresponding to c1–4, respectively. Gray area: greyscaled image; blue area: characteristic regions of the histological structures for eyelid BCC; red area: characteristic regions of the histological structures for eyelid SC. Darker colours indicate greater prediction of confidence. DL, deep learning; WSI, whole slide image; BCC, basal cell carcinoma; SC, sebaceous carcinoma.
via only a same scanner. Then, the generalizability of our proposed method needs to be externally evaluated on more WSIs obtained from different WSI scanners at multiple hospitals. Second, the adjacent regions that may provide abundant information about the tumour microenvironment were not included in this study. However, they may also be useful in the differential diagnosis of eyelid carcinomas. We are developing an automated annotation procedure, which will implement automatic annotation for tumour regions and their adjacent regions, to further simplify the diagnostic process and offer more accurate diagnostic result. Finally, the current process of each WSI using our proposed method was single threaded, which resulted in hours for obtaining the diagnostic result of a WSI. In the future, we will use multi-thread processing and distributed computing to reduce the processing time for a WSI to a few minutes, which can meet the requirement of the clinic practice.

Conclusions

We propose a novel DL-based fully automated differential diagnostic method, which can accurately classify eyelid carcinomas using WSIs, and may assist pathologists in diagnosing eyelid carcinomas more accurately. If validated in prospective studies, our proposed method may serve as a useful approach for helping clinicians to optimize therapeutic plans for eyelid carcinoma patients.
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### Table 4: Eyelid carcinoma classification performance of the three pathologists assisted by the DL-based fully automated differential diagnostic method

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pathologists</th>
<th>BCC and SC classification accuracy (+difference)</th>
<th>P value*</th>
<th>F1_BCC ( ^{b} ) (+difference)</th>
<th>F1_SC ( ^{b} ) (+difference)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>First junior</td>
<td>0.932 (+28.8%)</td>
<td>&lt;0.05</td>
<td>0.917 (+26.1%)</td>
<td>0.943 (+31.1%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Second junior</td>
<td>0.881 (+15.2%)</td>
<td>&lt;0.05</td>
<td>0.857 (+22.0%)</td>
<td>0.898 (+11.4%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Senior</td>
<td>0.949 (+11.8%)</td>
<td>&lt;0.05</td>
<td>0.937 (+14.5%)</td>
<td>0.957 (+12.4%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\( ^{a} \) the P values for each pathologist are for the comparisons of their performance with and without the help of the automated method and are based on the proportion test; \( ^{b} \), F1\_BCC and F1\_SC: F1-scores for the identification of BCC and SC, respectively. DL, deep learning; BCC, basal cell carcinoma; SC, sebaceous carcinoma.
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